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About This Game

STEEL STRIDER
Run & gun action from the makers of GIGANTIC ARMY, SATAZIUS, and Supercharged Robot VULKAISER!

Overview:

STEEL STRIDER is the follow up to the acclaimed GIGANTIC ARMY and pays homage to the great run and gun games such as
Turrican and Super Contra, but adds mouse / dual analogue stick-operated weapons!

It is the second half of the twentieth century. A long period of galaxy-wide conflict and turmoil is finally drawing to a close, but
skirmishes and large scale crime are still commonplace, some criminal operations possess personnel and armaments equivalent
to small armies. The official peace-keeping authorities are insufficiently equipped tackle these threats, and the galactic military

lacks the flexibility to effectively neutralize them.

There exists, however, a secret organization that secretly strives to preserve peace in the galaxy: ARGO EXPRESS. When
ARGO EXPRESS receives word of emergencies such as distress signals or major crime outbreaks, they dispatch a carrier ship

disguised as a freighter to rush to the scene and resolve the situation. STEEL STRIDER is the story of an ARGO EXPRESS
operative and Gemini-class MCR (Manned Combat Robot) pilot who troubleshoots emergencies in planets around the galaxy.

Features:

• 4 planets of intense mech-shooting action to clear!
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• Mid and end level bosses of gargantuan proportions to take down!
• Four difficulty modes from ‘Easy’ to ‘Insane’ to cater for all skill levels!

• 8 upgradeable weapons with which to mete out galactic justice!
• Jetpack to give your mech satisfying maneuverability and defensive options!

• Keyboard and mouse or dual analog stick controls!
• Achievements, online leader boards, trading cards, and more!

• Outstanding value: only $5.99!!

★★★ STEEL STRIDER ★★★★

Created by ASTRO PORT
ASTRO PORT is a three-man Japanese development team whose collective message to the world is, ‘This is how fun action
shooting games can be!” ASTRO PORT’s deep catalog of solid shooting games also includes Supercharged Robot Vulkaiser,

ARMED SEVEN, Witch-bot Meglilo, SATAZIUS, and GIGANTIC ARMY.

Localized & published by Nyu Media
Nyu Media, Ltd. is the world's leading localizer and publisher of independent Japanese video games. By combining high quality

localizations, broad distribution and accessible price points, Nyu Media enables global gamers to fully enjoy excellent indie
titles as well as support the indie game development in Japan.

For more information about Nyu Media and other quality Japanese indie games, visit or follow us at:
Homepage: http://www.nyu-media.com

Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/NyuMediaLtd
Twitter: @nyumedia
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The android exporter has worked very well. It was very nice not having to learn android tools and use an app I already know. It's
fast, it's easy, and it works.. This review was done in early access when the game is more updated i bet it will be better

I say No i would do yes but theres so much missing and i already came acros multiple bugs:

Bug A:It wont let me select the mode (and when it did it crashed)

Bug B:In the menu with reset lobby and tollbar none of the buttons work

Bug C:Crashes alot (I have a good computer)

And its missing:
So if your small you cant reach them if they fly to the roof so add like a pull

Missing a way to export the music

Sounds (it doesnt have many). who the f*** dies after playing a game for 3 minutes?. I got the game on the summer sale. Nice
looking, fun game. More levels and more options for cars would be great.. Bought it for a laugh, took me around 20 minutes to
do. It is an educational game in a sense. I don't know why but it was slightly enjoyable 20 minute experinece, it's a diffrent type
of gameplay experience from the games that come out these days. In saying that I am not sure if it is worth buying, it does fell
diffrent to most games that have come out recently but is that a good thing? Sometimes trying a diffrent approach to others can
end up being bad in the end. You must also remember this is not NASA's first attempt at trying to create an educational game.
Their first project Moonbase Alpha was a free to play game and I'm guessing it was a test to see the appeal of Space Simulation
games. Due to the amount of downloads I assume their went ahead with the Starlite game. What they have to remeber is
Moonbase Alpha was free, Starlight is a paid game and they should have considered that. Although Starlite does try diffrent
things to moonbase. Even thought it is short every task is diffrent to the last and that's nice considering how repetetive
Moonbase Alpha was, so atleast they tried to change up the gameplay this time. I'm on the fence about this, but I am going to
reccomend it, as long as you know what you are paying for here.. really fun parts and missions added. An excellent game, the
dev clearly put a lot of time and effort into it, and it shows.

Pros:
* Good starting loadout variety. My personal favourite is the Pakiceph.
* Good enemy type variety. There are varieties that teleport, swarm, form laser networks, and much more.
* Good equipment variety. All sorts of weapons, abilities, and upgrades are available.
* Interesting tetris-esque outfitting system.
* Variety of level types.
* Amusing dialogue.

Cons:
* The plot is thin, and somewhat cliche

I've been playing this on Windows 10 for a while with no issues, so it seems the issues the author mentioned do not occur on all
Windows 10 machines.. Very cute re-sprite, nice to mix things up from the traditional buildings. Because $2 is a bit expensive
for what you get, I'd only recommend buying it if you have some spare change in your Steam Wallet, and you use Banana Farms
every game (which you should).. OK K.O.! Lets Play Heroes is a great game, far better than I expected. The soundtrack is
amazing and compliments the art style. Speaking of the art style, its not the most appealing, but I've actually come to love it!
There are amazing jokes within the game that I found funny, while still having fun in general. The only thing I don't like is the
fact you cant change controls, and sometimes the controls are hard to do or master. You will understand them over time though.
A nice part is, you don't need to have watched the show at all! Right from the beginning, it explains everything, so you don't
need to have watched the show prior, (except character origin which doesn't matter much in this game). Overall, its a great game
and I would recomend this game to anyone, and if you haven't seen the show, please do!. its a good mod
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Probably the Best steam locomotive in the TS I played ever. Even considering that perfect graphics and textures are from 2012,
the overall feeling and experience is satisfied much more, than in others I played. Even taking in account that they represent
different steam locomotive classes (passenger) and have different sizes of boiler and driving wheels, they don't give a feeling
that you drive a steam locomotive just because here the most complicated part is starting, not reaching the line speed. The
driving is not that complicated as in Pannier Class, but in the same time provide you a challenge. It's the second locomotive
from Classics (I do not have Pro series, so I can't compare them) I ever played that really required me to play with the throttle
and cutoff positions. Brakes aren't that rigid as in British ones but still need to pay attention when choosing the train brake pipe
pressure (the american diesel locos are much more easier, but have a brake lag as a downside).
Unfortunately there not that many built-in scenarios available to drive this locomotive, probably only the workshop and
community ones.. A very nice game with tricky puzzles. The graphics are not the newest but its still a game which can be very
enjoyable because of the story. In addition you must save your game with small breaks because of the lack of autosave and of
game over situations (fire in the woods or the stealth part) where you must load the last save you made. Because of this issue I
had lots of replays because I forgot to save my game and I had to replay 3 hours of the game again.. This free DLC adds some
nice new maps into the game, although they tend to be buggy it still makes up for the horrible overpiced DLC they released
before.. I bought this game because I had it on iOS. I have not seen any explanation for negative reviews, so I will put in my own
input:

PROS:

Controller Support
Local Multiplayer
Unique Fighting Style

Cons:

Black Border around Map
Ambiguous Quit Option

Overall, just like the iOS one, I think this is a great game. It is witty, fast paced, and allows for up to 4 players for an all out
brawl. Unfortunately, it is distracting how levels are surrounded by a large black border, but I am testing this on a 3:2 ratio
screen so it may vary on a 16:9 screen, in whcih case I will update the review if it turns out to be different. I do think that
automatic scaling of levels would be in order though, and level editors would be nice too.

As there are very few games with local coop, and even fewer with controller support, this stands out as a great option for those
Steam-Machine Users, but it also supports 4 players on a single keyboard, albeit it is a little strange.

This gives you a Smash Bros feel but in a rather different manner, You may find that the pigeon is useful for beginners with its
homing ability, whereas other weapons like the knife are a very potent and accurate weapon. I am writing this reveiw based off
of past experience with the game, and it does run at native 2160x1440 resolution at max graphics at 48-60fps on an i3-4010Y,
which is very impressive optimization. Of course, the graphics are simple but clean.

I highly recommend this game, but if you have hesitations about this game due to other reviews that are not written, check out
the iOS reviews and other game website reviews for this. I grabbed this at a 75% off sale making it a great value, the value at
full price is gonna be more dependent on whether you have freinds to play with, as this is a solely multiplayer game.. I bought
this game hungry for some old school JRPG-s. It started good, there is a good variance between difrent charcters and i liked skill
system and secrets. In a while some may find game maybe too linear, because it is composed mostly like this: battle zone-safe
zone etc. But it is fun because you can play one stage, save and continue later without the sense off missing something out.
All in all, I recommed this game to anyone who wants to play a casual JRPG- battle oriented game.. 10\/10 Better the the base
game. Brought much enjoyment.
(Tis' obvious choice, but I still like it because it increases the atmosphere of the game for me atleast. - still need to get Eastern
cause they split them up tho). I purchased this during the winter sale as an adventure game and just around to playing it. Not
impressed.

After playing for awhile, I walked away from the game for a bit to get supper started and came back to find that it had ended on
me. Two thumbs down. I would *not* have purchased this game if I knew it would do this!! Thumbs down to any developer
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who thinks this is a good thing in an adventure game.

I totally hate the air hockey and darts games - these belong in arcade style games that I don't ever buy - absolutely hate them in
point and click adventure games.

Not wild about the voice acting either...
. If i review quickly sometimes i recommend expecting more content and this is one of those games if you get it on sale or really
cheap go for it. But it's been 2 years and no updates i mean they really could have added more to it by now or something.. A
REALLY good game, really scary too sometimes. The puzzles are challenging and sometimes even change, as locations of items
and certain words. The beginning room was funny, I had no idea what to do, took me at least 30 minutes to get out of that room.

The atmosphere, the sounds... If I had hair on my back, they would have punctured my shirt and even though I love it when that
happens, on the other hand I don't, because I am running out of shirts.

You make one failure or you don't do it in time before your kidnapper comes back, you have to redo everything again as in a
new try.

The BLOOM is maybe a bit too excessive, but I just pretend that my kidnapper gave me a thoroughly bathing with too much
soap. :D

I recommend it most definately, it's an experience for both of your special senses: Fright & Wits-Under-Pressure
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